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Analysis of magnetization reversal at the exchange
-biased interface using the Ising approach
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The paper provides the results of exchange-biased simulations of a single ferromagnetic (FM) layer
coupled to a quenched antiferromagnetic (AFM) region using the Random field Ising model (RFIM).
From the RFIM algorithm, the shapes of exchange-biased hysteresis loops and featuring perpendicular
magnetic anisotropies were obtained. Providing a possible explanation for this effect, the recognized
stable part of an interface magnetization, represented by unreversed spins at the interface, was evidently
simulated. The obtained results are consistent with the domain state model (DSM) model, in which a part
of the AFM interface magnetization is stable during hysteresis loop creation.
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1. Introduction

The simulation of exchange-biased phenomena is important for intensive theoretical
and experimental research whose results have already been applied to magnetoelectronics
and will soon be used in novel devices where electron-spin plays an important role [1–4].
One of the most important components of spintronic devices are exchange-biased magnetic
thin layers. The phenomenon of importance can be described as shift of the hysteresis loop
of a ferromagnetic material along the field axis and as enhancement of the coercive field,
observed in coupled ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) thin films after
being deposited in a magnetic field or field cooling below the Néel temperature of the
AFM. This effect, which exists at the ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic (FM/AFM) interface, can be tailored on the atomic scale by structural modifications in the AFM bulk
[5–6]. Such efforts have been adequately described within the domain state model (DSM)
of exchange-bias [7, 8] and experimentally confirmed by crystal structure dilution [5] and
ion irradiation [9]. The DSM approach is based on Monte Carlo calculations using the
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heat-bath algorithm [10]. Apart from the DSM, other numerical methods can be applied.
One of them is based on the random field Ising model (RFIM) [11–13]. Presented here are
the results obtained from numerical simulations using the RFIM algorithm. In particular
spin reversibility influenced by atomic roughness at the interface was analysed.
2. Simulations

The RFIM approach can be used to simulate the bias of the FM layer by the AFM
region. It has been applied by Illa [14] who intended to reproduce the properties of
a single layer of ferromagnetic spins placed on a totally quenched AFM. We propose
a similar approach, our results, however, can be interpreted in the scope of perpendicular magnetic anisotropies.
In the current simulation, in order to block spins, the exchange constant between
neighbouring FM spins was enhanced at randomly distributed positions from its normal value of 1 to a larger value, for example 10. Thus, the complete magnetic field at
a given lattice point i was calculated as
j=4

H i = ∑ ( J ij S j ) + hiG + H ext
j =1

(1)

where Jij is the exchange constant (coupling constant) randomly enhanced to JE > Jij = 1,
Sj is the spin with the value of +1 or –1, hiG is the Gaussian distributed field representing atomic roughness at the interface, and Hext is the externally applied magnetic field.
During simulations, when the total field changed its algebraic sign at a given point, the
spin flipped into the opposite orientation. Further, the magnetization of the system was
calculated as the ratio of the algebraic sum of spins and the total system square dimension. All simulations started from a saturation state, in which all spins were at +1 positions. The simulation was carried out using one-dimensional periodic conditions of the
Born-Karman type. Additionally, numerical experiments were carried out with
2-dimensional periodic conditions, and even with no periodic conditions, but this did not
change the obtained results. The results were averaged over many trails, the averages
attaining constant values after about 20 replications. Details of the influence of boundary conditions, the dimensions of the investigated system, and the number of disorder
realizations on the performance of the RFIM can be found in the author’s other work
[15]. Calculations were carried out on a computer cluster consisting of 16 PCs to increase numerical performance. The time needed to make and to average 103 trails was
about 40 minutes for a 50×50 spin system.
3. Results and discussion

Figure 1a and its inset provide the results of simulation carried out for a 50×50 lattice, the standard deviation of the random fields being σ = 1.65, the enhanced ex-
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change constant JE = 20, the fraction of enhanced bounds f = 0.03, and the external
magnetic field intensity ranging from –2.7 to 8. Figure 2a and its inset provide results
b)

c)

Fig. 1. Simulation of exchange-bias for a system with σ = 1.65. The simulation starts from saturation
under the applied magnetic field 8 a. u, ranging between 8 a. u. and –2.7 a.u. Other input data are given
in the figure: a) hysteresis loop with unreversed part of magnetization (Inset: the whole loop),
b) randomly distributed locations for the enhanced exchange constants E,
c) completely unreversed spins in +1 positions (grey squares), spins not reversed
from –1 orientations for a field intensity of 2.7 (white squares), and fully reversed spins (black region)
J

b)

c)

Fig. 2. Simulation of exchange-bias for a system with σ = 3.0. The simulation starts from saturation under
the applied magnetic field 10.5 a. u. ranging between 10.5 a. u. and –2.7 a.u.
Other input data are given in the figure: a) hysteresis loop with unreversed part of magnetization
(Inset: the whole loop), b) randomly distributed locations for the enhanced exchange constants E,
c) completely unreversed spins in +1 positions (grey squares), spins not reversed
from –1 orientations for a field intensity of 4.5 (white squares), and fully reversed spins (black region)
J
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for a standard deviation of the random fields σ = 3, the fraction of enhanced bounds
f = 0.05, and the external magnetic field intensity ranging from –4.5 to 10.5.
The obtained asymmetrical minor loops (Figs. 1a, 2a) point to the existence of unreversed spins during loop creation. What should be emphasized is that these spins
can be divided into two parts. The first set of spins can be distinguished as the field
decreases from its maximum to minimum value, and where some spins are unreversed
(grey squares in Figs. 1c, 2c). The other part can be recognized when the field increases back to its maximum value – these spins were reversed when the field decreased, but some of them were not reversed back (white squares in Fig.1c, 2c). Obviously, the spins that are unreversed during this first period of the hysteresis loop
remain unreversed until the end of a given simulation of the hysteresis loop. In this
way, the current effects differ from those provided by X. Illa, where under the same
assumptions and applied algorithm, FM spins seem to be completely reversible from
their –1 orientations. For clarity, the black regions in Figs. 1c, 2c represent +1 orientation of spins – these spins are completely reversible from +1 to –1 and back to +1.
Figs. 1b, 2b provide information on the randomly distributed locations of the enhanced exchange constants JE.

Fig. 3. Simulation of the total loop for the external magnetic field ranging from –20 to 20

The results reported here are consistent with the DSM model [16, 17], where
a part of the AFM interface magnetization is stable during creation of the hysteresis
loop and leads to the up-shift of the AFM hysteresis loop with open ends. In the DSM
model which recognizes this phenomenon, the irreversible part of the interface magnetization of the AFM acts as an additional effective field influencing the FM, and is
a source of exchange bias and unidirectional in-plane magnetic anisotropy. Thus, the
RFIM results provided here and the DSM results provide information about the stable
part of AFM/FM interface magnetization. Furthermore, the results provided here pos-
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sess equivalents in experimental reality. The AFM crystal lattice dilution, using different atom substitutions, and exchange-bias in the AFM/FM system, were realized
technologically in CoO/Co bilayers – the AFM CoO structure was modified by inserting non-magnetic substitutions of the Co1–xMgxO type [18].
Figure 3 provides results of a total loop, for which the external magnetic field intensity ranges from –20 to 20, the standard deviation of the random fields being σ = 3, the
enhanced exchange constant JE = 20, and the fraction of enhanced bounds f = 0.05. This
proves that the effects observed in these simulation correspond to minor loops.
4. Conclusions

What can be concluded from the RFIM results shown here, is the existence of unreversed spins of two types: unreversed from the +1 orientation and unreversed from
the –1 orientation. Importantly, the examination of the data provided here indicates
a correlation with results obtained within the DSM model of exchange-bias for the
AFM layer at the AFM/FM interface.
Despite this consistency with the DSM model, however, we have tested several
types of boundary conditions imposed on the 2D structure. The results were not sensitive to these in-plane features. We can conclude that we simulated perpendicular outof-plane magnetization reversal. The observed pinning of ferromagnetic spins was
influenced by the AFM. It seems realistic that the obtained unreversed part of interface magnetization can be transferred into another perpendicular direction, a third
dimension. Importantly, layered structures with perpendicular magnetic anisotropies
have been experimentally realized [19] with IrMn applied to exchange-biased Co/Pt
multilayers. The model presented in the present paper can be easily extended onto the
3D type to simulate perpendicularly exchange-biased structures as well.
The authors hope that these results will contribute, at least partially, to full understanding of the exchange bias phenomenon [20]. It seems that much work in this area,
however, still remains to be done.
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